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Address Marker Posting I nstructions
Who should post mlr address marker? Property owners are responsible for having their
add::ess marker posted. As an opti-on the 911 Mapping department address marker signs
available for $20 each. see the photo befow for an example. If you wish to order an
address sign, contact the 911 Mapping department.

l,fhen should srv address marker be posXed? According to Rabun County ordinance you
have 14 days to post your addr'ess marker after receiving notification from the 911
Mapping department.

a Where shoald mr;, addresa marketbe e_pete4? The marker should be posted at the
beginning of your driveway. DO NOT post your address marker at the beginning of your
ioad where the road name sign is focated. (This is of no benefil--to public safety
personnel and coufd cause confusion with 911 response).

a How shouTd nrv address marker be posted? The marker should be posted using numk;ers
at least 4 inches tall. Either the numbers or the background should be reflective, or
both. The colors of the numbers and the background should contrast. The marker should
be high enough off of the ground so that grass or oLher vegetation does not cover the
numbers. It should be clearly visible to approaching vehicles at night.

a ?atl T t'>r-tsl'rnt:- adrlrass r'bar ti*h ^, ,),ilhnv? The marker may be attached to the
same post as your mailbox, as long as it is at Lhe beginning of your driveway. If the
postal service requires that your mai-l-box be posted on the opposite side of the road
from your driveway, or at the beginning of the road, then you will need to post your
address marker separately.

What if I share a drivewav wiXh a neioltbor? Your address marker should be posted
at the beginning of the shared driveway, as we.Ll as where the driveway splits.
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The mapping department has address signs, map books and wal1 maps available for $20 each.
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